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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a neural network based on our originated two-level adaptive hierarchical

clustering algorithm in a preparation process. The preparation process is to manage 3D point clouds by

eliminating the effect of the inconsistency and instability of unorganized point clouds, So that the

triangular 3D surface models can be correctly obtained from the incremental triangular mesh creation

algorithm. We also develop an adaptive self-adjustable connectivity to improve triangular mesh

structure. Only one parameter, the edge length of triangle, is needed in the neural network. The

proposed two-level algorithm consists of the level for clustering the point clouds that have the same

order of limited edge length into the same cluster and the second level for generating a triangular

surface model or drape surfaces over the points in the same cluster. The notmal vectors for the

generated triangular 3D surfaces model can be obtained from the incremental mesh creation algorithm.

These normal vectors are used for generating the STL file or stereolithography format. From the

experimental result, it can be shown that the proposed method is very effective for clustering

unorganized point clouds, for generating triangular mesh of complex surfaces, as well as non-

continuous surfaces such as a surface with holes.
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l. Introduction point clouds. The surface reconstruction from a

Global competition throughout nearly all point cloud can be used for other downstream

industry makes it increasingly necessary for applications such as CNC manufacturing and

companies to be able to react to the needs and finite element analysis. It can also be used as a

wants of their customers. The most significant referenced surface for creating a more accurate

attributes towards achieving this goal include CAD-model in a featured-based CAD system'

the reduction of product development time. Both Currently, a large number of data points can be

reverse engineeiing and rapid prototyping are efficiently measured using optical 3D

emerging technologies that can play a promising measurement systems as well as automatic laser

role ii reducing product development time. scanning systems. The point cloud is typically

A reverse engineering application is useful unorganized'

is when no CAD-data of the component There are many research works which have

available. It can be utilized as a design tool for proposed techniques to overcome the difficulty

developing a creative product, designed by a involved in the problem of surface

stylist. It can also be apptied for quality control reconstruction of unorganized points. They tried

in manufacturing processes. Typical steps to coffect the connectivity among the sampled

include scanning or digitizing 3-D objects such points. The correct connectivity will assure us a

as clay, wood or any existing physical object by reconstructed surface mesh that faithfully

using various types of digitizing tools to obtain represents the shape and topology ofthe original
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object from which the set of sample points were

drawn. For an interpolation technique,
Edelsbrunner [1] uses a -shape for generating

the convex hull of a point set. The a -shape is a

polytope surrounding the set of points and

controls the maximum culvature of any cavity of

the polytope. The triangular mesh is created

inside the polytope by using Delaunay
triangulation. The Delaunay triangulation is a

collection of edges satisfying a circumsphere
with the interior empty of sample points. The

veftices of the triangle are at the boundary of

circumsphere. Therefore, the major drawback of

a -shape as applied 1o surface reconstruction is

the correct parameter needed for constructing
the circumsphere. This is normally done by trial

and crror. Due to variations in the sampling

density for any shape of point sets, according to

the local feature area, there is no unique or ideal

value for a . This technique works well for

uniform sampling but often varies over different
parts of the surface. Amenta and Bern [2]
presented algorithms based on the three-

dimensional Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
triangulation for creating "crust". A set of

triangles is created inside the crust. All vertices

of crust and triangles inside the crust are sample

points. The crust has been provably corrected if

the sampling density distributes well enough

over the shape surface. But the variation of

sampling density depends on the curvature of

the feature areas. If the high cun'/ature ls very

dense, then holes or edges may appear. Due to

undersampling in the high curvature area, local

topology may appear as incomect connectivity.
Hoppe [3] proposed an approximation
technique. His technique used the input points to

define a signed distance function for

determining an approximate tangent plane at

each sample point by using least squares on k

nearest neighbors, and then took the signed

distance to the nearest point's tangent plane as

the distance function. The output mesh is

created by zero-set of the distance function,

interpolated and polygonalized by a marching

cubes algorithm. This technique needs very

accurate estimation of tangential planes so that

the comect surface reconstruction is obtained
otherwise approximating inherently by some
low-pass filtering of the data. This is desirable,
if noise is present, but it causes some loss of

details for the features ofthe surface.
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More recently, there are many research

works on surface reconstruction using neural

networks. There are two fotms commonly used

for surlace reconstruction from an unorganized
point cloud. The first form is the Kohonen's self

organizing map. It needs to predetermine

topology or connectivity of a triangular surface,

which is the network structure, for a

reconstructing surface. Then a neural network
leaming algorithm is used for adjusting 3D

coordinates of each vertex of triangular surfaces

so that they are close enough to the input point

with a specified constraint. Its disadvantage ts

the fact that the network structure had to be pre-

specified in advance. The details of the
procedure can be consulted [4-6]. The choice of

an unsuitable network structure, however, can

badly degrade network performance. The second

form of neural network applied in order to

overcome drawbacks of Kohonen's model is the

Growing Cell Structures [7-10]. It is similar to

the Kohonen's Self Organizing Maps. For the

Growing Cell Structure, network structure ts a

triangle and network nodes are vertices' The

network structure starts with a very simple

network, the triangle, and grows incrementally

by adding one new node or deleting a node to

the network which depends on the distribution

of the input point set. The major drawback is

that it is very difficult to assign the suitable
parameters needed for training the leaming

network to adjust the position of vertices of the

triangular mesh close to the original points

which is the approximation of vertices of

triangular mesh from actual input points. This

will cause some loss of information. This is also

unsuitable for high accuracy applications such

as rapid prototyping, and manufacturing with

CNC systems.
In processes of computer graphics, which

need to tum the point cloud into a graphics

model, there are several steps such as the

reconstruction of initial piecewise-linear model,

cleanup, smoothing, simplification and f,rtting

with curved surface patches. The researches

reviewed above as well as our work focus on the

first step. For most of researches mentioned
above, the focus is on the way that the

techniques generate a computer graphics

models, but our work is to develop digital

models which are suitable for downstream

applications such as product development in

manufacturing systems. Our technique also
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generates the triangular mesh in a STL file
which can directly be used for rapid prototyping.

The main differences of our technique
compared with prior researches is that instead of
using a sampling points set, we use only one
point at each cycle in our algorithms. Every
input point will be sorted and ordered by a
sorting and ordering process. Our work is a
unique technique, this process used a series of
slicing planes moving in a user-specified
direction, which is normally x-director of the
object, to sorl and order the point cloud. Then
the sorted data points are used in the organizing
and clustering process of the two-level adaptive
hierarchical clustering algorithm. This algorithm
will help to amange the new input to a suitable
group of points so that the more accurate
triangular mesh can be created. After that, the
polygonizing is followed and normal vectors for
the STL file will be created by the incremental
triangular mesh creation algorithm. So with our
algorithm, there is no effect of undersampling.
The other methods used sampling points with
interpolation and approximation. This will cause
an undersampling efl 'ect.

2. Preparation Process
Figurc I illustrates the data flow process of

our whole process. Point clouds will be sorted
and ordered to minimize complexity or
disordering. Then, in the neural network, the
sorted data points are used in two processes as
the organizing and clustering process and the
deletion and combination process. Finally, the
output data from the neural network are ready
for generating a triangular mesh with the
incremental triangular mesh creation algorithm.
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plane is the top-view of the object. Then, each
input point will be sorled and ordered in the x-
direction of the object. The procedure of this
process is as follows:

READ Point Cloud File (obtained from a
digit izing machine)

SEI or define the interval of the slicing
plane in x-direction

COMPUTE the sorted and ordered points in
ascending order  of  x-d i rect ion.

The sorted and ordered points are grouped
into regions by using slicing planes. Figure 2
shows 2 slicing planes with intervals which
cover the region of 0 < .r. ( 10 and
10 < r < 30. If we do not need to specify
the whole point cloud for grouping, we can
just specify only a portion the point cloud in
the grouping process.

The points are sorted by considering the
distance from the slicing plane along the x-axis.
So, point pl, p2 and p3 in Figure 2 wil l be
grouped to the slicing plane of 0 < r { 10 and
ordered starting from the nearest x-distance.
Similarly, point p4, p5, p6, p7, and all of the
rest, are ordered in the same way and grouped to
the 10 < r < 30 slicing plane. After this
affangement, the organizing and clustering
process wil l proceed.

The advantage of this technique is that it
can be extended for cluster computing processes
in case huge surfaces need to be reconstructed.
In addition, section views can also be obtained if
needed. But in this paper, we are interested only
in grouping.
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2.1 Sorting and Ordering Process
For the sorling and ordering process, a

series of slicing planes, which are normal to the
x-direction of the object, are used to the define
intervals for surface reconstruction. The xy-

o'o x-Ar(s

Figure 2 Ordering of slicing planes and points
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2.2 Organizing and Clustering Process
We need to define some index symbols to

help clustering, organizing, and recognizing
point data used in the two-level adaptive
hierarchical clustering algorithm. The point
cloud will be grouped into a hierarchical
structure as shown in Figure 3 as follows.

M: the set of all point data,
whe re {  e  M ; i : 1 ,2 , . . .  ,  n ,  i s  t he  po in tda ta  i n

M. And r is the number of point in the set M.
S M -: The set of the partition of point data,

subdivided from all point data. For the first leve.
clustering, distance similarity will be used for
generating these parlitions of mesh at index m ;
m :1 ,2, .. . , a . where a is the number of set
parlition of the point data.

NC ,.,, 
'. The sub-set of the partition of point

data at index c of second level clustering and
c :1 ,2 , . . .  ,  h ,  whe re  6  i s  t he  number  o f  sub -
set parlitions of point data. So, /y'C".,, is the

child at index c of the parent SM_ (partition of

mesh at m ).
C,,...,,: The members

index v. So, C,.,.. wil l

of sub-set 1y'C,.,, at

be cal led a cel l  or

members of  NC,. , ,  a t  y ,  where v :1,2,  . . . ,  d  ,

and d is the number of members of sub-set
NC,.,,.So, y indicates the point number in the

point cloud. See the example shown in Figure 3.

l/ rt
Y' pt= {x,y.z} ot poinl nunber 3srrr Q \
I for €xsmde \

' \ t r i ,  
O ry6, ,= {1.3)  = (cr , , ,  ca, , }  purnr numbers r  iurJ l

1\  i !  
*memhcrsur \ '

Crr.r(J (J r.",r, PF(x.y.zlolwintnumberl

Figure 3 The symbols of two-level hierarchical
clustering structure

ln addition to the symbols specified above,
a parameter, for specifying the similarity of
points, will be specified by a user. This
parameter is needed to start the searching
algorithm. This parameter is called the limited
length of similarity or edge length. (p). ft
represents the limited distance among the points
used in the clustering process.
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After the clustering process, the set of
points which have a similar distribution will be
clustered into the same partition which will be
represented by a mutually disjoint subsets or
clusters in the first level. that is
SM,SM., . . . ,SMq,. . .SMu. Each SM, is

divided into IVC clusters or second level.
NC t ,  NC., . . . ,  NC h, . . .NC h.  Then,  the t r iangular

mesh will be generated from these ly'C clusters.
ln conclusion, the organizing and clustering

process is to map sampled points (in h[) Lo the
associated two-level hierarchical cluster of
similarity of point data as shown in Figure 3.

SM, level-one cluster, is a set partition of
M. Then, SM is a collection of nonemptv

sets.  {sM,.sM,. . . . .  SM,, l  . such

that ,  M = SMtw SMrv. . . \ )  5M,, ,  and sets,

SM1,SM2,...,SMo are mutually disjoint, for

a l l  SM,  aSM :0  whe re  q ,  I  =1 ,2 , . . . , e ,

whenever q + I . The NC, level-two cluster, is

the sub-set partition of SMn. So, ly'C is a

collection of nonempty sets,

{l 'rc,,,rrrcr,...,1iq} , such that,

SM,,= rVC, vl/C u. ..u NCt,, and sub-sets,

NCt,NC2,...,NCo are mutually disjoint, for all

NCnr- tNC" =0

whenever /r # e.
Figure 4 shows that the two-level

hierarchical clustering structure is more than one
partition, SM, and SM, , andlor the number of

sub-partitions is greater than 1, NC, , and

N C ,  .

Figure 4 Subdivision of partition in the two-
level hierarchical clusterins structure
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Details of the algorithm is as follows:

CALL Sorting and Ordering Process
SEI or define the limited length of similarity or

edge length
Sf I or initialize the first input point into the hrst

two-level hierarchical cluster, for

example, SM1, NCt.t,C'.,., where .(:

the first input Point.
FOR 2  {  i , < .n ,

SEI for new input point, {, create a new

two-level hierarchical cluster as 5Mn",,.,

NC,.,""., C,.r.,", *h€re new indicates

the new point

FOR every SM- where m =1,2,'..,q

FOR every NC,. of SM. where

c  = 1 , 2 , . . . , h

SEZ or initialize set I5[]

FOR every Point in C,,.,..,,Qf NC,.

whe re  y  =1 ,2 , . . . , t

COMPUTE lD,),,,, the distance

between the new inPut Point'

{, and the Point \ in C,.,..,,

or  (4 ) ,  , ,  So,  (D,) , . * :

l l (4 ) . , -1 l l
IF D,, < limited length, P

ADD D, to the members of set

Lg
COMPUTE number of members in set

Lg
1F number of members in Lg :: I and

number of members in the set

NC" ' ' : : 7

))MBINE sM^,NC,., to

sM n",,, NCr.u",.

DELETE SM,, NC,,.

ELSE IF the number of members in set
Lg - : 0 and the number of set

NC'"'> |
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INSERT the new two-level

hierarchical cluster, SM,o,,,

NCr.r", '  Ct,t.n"u 'to M'

ELSE IF the number of members of set
Lg - - 1 and the number of

members of set NC,.,, > I

COMBINE SM,,TO 5M,,",,

DELETE SM,,

ELSE IF the number of members in
Lg , 1 and number of members in

set NC,.,, > I

COMBINE SM,,I'{C,..,, to

sM,o,,., NC,.,o,,

DELETE sM.,NC,.*

CALL the Incremental Triangular
Mesh Creation Algorithm

UPDATE the number of partition, SM , NC

2.3. Learning and Inserting Process
Figure 5 illustrates the organizing and

clustering process. The network starts from the

simple neural network structure, as shown tn

Figure 5(a), which wil l consist of 4 nodes as

point cloud (M), u parlit ion (SMt), a sub-

parlit ion (NC,.,) of SM, and a cell (C', ' . ')

which contains a point.

SM,

I'l

&t^
/\'-v xla

*v .a . t

irr^r

c , , ,

Figure 5 Starling neural network structure.

Then, we apply the distance similarity

equation for searching ut(q )".. 
=

lkn t " - ell where l l t l  denotes the
l l '  ' " . ' '  ' l l

Euclidean vector norm. So, (D,),.,, is a set

\dt ,d2," ' ,d , \ , .^ ,  the d is tance between point

I
f l

I
( )
T
U
{b)

Irpul
data
P ,
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data, ({ ), ,,, (Point v of sub-set partition index

c of set partition index m ) and new sampled

point data { which is the 3D coordinate of

input point data as shown in Figure 5(b). The

distance in the set (D, ), ,, is used for clustering

by comparing to the limited length, p . In this

clustering process, there are four possible cases
or events of learning and insertion for every
input point data as indicated in Figure 6. We

wi l l  def ine the d is tance set  I .  ,  \d , ,d. , " '  ,d  r |  t

where the distance (dJ is less than p. The

number of  members in  the set  (L-  ) .  , ,  
* i l l

indicate the event that will occur.

d S' O uuA rtrr'l'\'{',., l' I

i;f 8 | orul aan\\'cr,t .l

Figure 6 Learning and insertion of the four

events for new fed input point data ( { ) .

Figure 6 shows the four cases of the
learning and inserlion of the new fed input poinl
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data({) (in this example case is pointP, ). Case

l: When d, < P , which means that the input

point { can be inserted into the sub-partition

.ly'C, , and total number of points in this set is 2

which is not enough to create a triangular mesh.
In other words" the condition of case I occurs
when the number of members of the set Lg : I
or g : I and the number of members in set

ly'C, , is equal to l. Case 2: The new input point

is fed (in this example it P-.). If d.> p and

dr> p, this means that the new point P, is not

close to any point { and P, in sub-partition

.Ay'C,., org:0. So, the new partit ion needs to

be created as shown in Figure 6. Case 3: The

new inpu r  po in t  P ,  i s  l ed .  I f  d r<P  (g :  t )

and d, > p which mean that point P., can not

be insefted into the sub-partition ly'C,., . So, we

need to create a new sub-partition NC'., and

point P., to be inserted into the NC,., . Case 4: If

d .<p  (o t  g t l ) ,  t hen  po in t  P ,  w i l l  be

inserted into sub-partition NC.' . So, the

number of points in the sub-partition is enough
to create a triangular mesh.

2.4. Deletion and Combination Process
The deletion and combination process wilL

be used when the number of members of set Ig
> l, that is case 1, case 3 and case 4 occur, in
the organiz ing and c luster ing process.

In Figure 7, If the new input point P, of

two-level hierarchical clustering structure,

SMno,,,NC,n,.r, C,.,.r"u., is close to P, of

SM, NCt"t, C,.,., and d, < P ., this means that

SM1,NCt.1 and 5M,,,,,,NC,.,. '  can be

combined as shown in Figure 7 for case L After

the combination, SM, and ly'C,., set will be

deleted. If the new input point P, is close to P,

but further to { of SMt, IICt.t, C,.,.,, Cr..,.,

wi th dr<p and d.>P,  th is  means that  SM,

and 5M,,,, can be combined as shown in Figure

8 for case 3 and SM, should be deleted. lf the

Jln

SlI.T

.\(i,A
c,',q/\ c,.,,

Casc I

?

,\ri.-"
(i.'.*,

o'o x€rs

tt?

i:f!
Csro z
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new input point P-. is close to { and P, with

d r<p  and  d ,  <p , th i smeans tha t  SMt ,NC j .1

and SM,"u,NCnn,., can be combined as shown

in Figure 9 for case 4 and SM, and ly'C, , sets

should be deleted.

Figure 7 Deletion and combination for case l.
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3. The Incremental Triangular Mesh
Creation Algorithm

The triangle mesh creation process will
proceed, whenever, the number of cells u'ithin

the sub-set of the partition of point data, l{C,..,,,

is greater than or equal to 3, and the number of'
.  / ,  \

members In the sel ( L" , ,,, 
ls greater than I or

g > l� This is the condition of case 4 as

described in the organizing and clustering
process. For ease of explanation, we will

demonstrate only a single partition SM, . So,

from this point to the rest of this paper, the
member in the sub-parlition C,.,., will be

replaced bV C .

3.1 The First Triangle Creation

lx
' 1

l " \-  , , t ,1

?*',*,
r\
Y,\C,.,-,
A
UC.,,o"

,f g =l and wn(Xt'rl l  ., l

Figure 8 Deletion and combination for case 3

Qsv,-,
v,\,f,,*,

(lrr,, (lrr.*,

md mnil,NCr.r). ' l

Figure 9 Deletion and combination for case 4.

After the deletion and combination process,
we eliminate all the duplicate set of points. Each
NC will contain the points and neighborhood
points that have the same similarity or the
distance between these points is less than the
specified limited length. This will provide the
set of points for creating a triangular mesh more
efficiently.

Figure l0 The normal vector direction of the
first triangle.

When the number of cells is 3 or the
number of members in the set ly'C,.,,, equal to 3, a
triangle can be created by setting B<nf 2 as

shown in Figure 10. The B is the angle between

vector k, a vector along Z axis specified by a
user for a slicing plane, and n, the normal
vector of the triangle { , is calculated as shown

in Figure 10.

n  -  
' " '  

t * t '  
.  1 r )

l e '  t e r I

^ ' � I n'k' l
0  = c o s  ' l  j ;  

l .  l z t
l n K  l

For example.e, = Cf,  ande, :  f f i .  i f

F<n12, then the triangle can be created along

) $ 1  |
\.*i11"

tr(r,*

d>)(r*"i",,-
Z-Axis

V -n ,u \  |v ,t/
/x-roi"

11r)
,--I------.
ios. \ / . - t
r l :

i Qrr,-j
. < - ! - - - - - l

'z / Yombincd
11 A A

^  v v  v
(  

t t , * "  ( ' , r *  ( ' r - , *

it./{l
. - - - - - - / " ' - ,
is:v,Q i Q.s],/,-,
ir(l,1!) i O.r.',,*,
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the ordered cells {C, C, , C,,} , otherwise, the

order of cells is \C.,C.,C, ) . tn other words,

the triangle composed of three edges is

{cq, cp,,, qg]||�". {.;.,, q,r,, ,€,\
according to the direction of the normal vector.

Details of the algorithm are shown in the
following algorithm:

1F the number of members in set 1/C, - : 3 and

g > l
COMPUTE n and B
IF  B<n l2

COMPUTE ordcr of cell in counter
clockwise direction

ELSE
COMPUTE order of cell in clockwise

di rect ion
COMPUTE create normal vector

3.2 The General Triangle Creation
The other triangles are computed, after the

first triangle was created as shown in Figure I l.

Figure I I The computation for the other
trianeles.

We need to search for the best edge of the
existing triangular mesh for sharing with the
new created triangle of the new input point, for
example, point 5 shown in Figure I L For
efficiency and effective searching, our algorithm
just searches the best edge within the boundary
triangular mesh (BTM). The BTM is composed
of the edges of the triangles that do not share
any other edge of triangles or the edges at
outside of the triangular mesh in 3D space.
Using BTM will reduce computation and
searching time, especially for much data. For
example in Figure I l, it shows the BTM of the
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new input point 5 is composed of edges CnC, .

Ctr, Cf . Ctr," and C,C.*.

Figure l2 shows two possibil i t ies of the
nearest distance calculated from the new input
point. One possibil i ty is that, the calculated
distance is projected outside the edge of
boundary triangular mesh as shown in Figure

12(a), do., cosB > d, r. So, the nearest distance

i .  d , . . , .  l f  d+5cosB<d. , . . ,  then the nearest

distance is d,,., = d. . sin B as shown in Figure

12(c). The angle B is calculated from equation

(2). The new created triangle will share the best
edge with the existing triangular mesh. This best
edge wil l be called the winner edge which is the
nearest distance between the BTM and the new
input point according to the conditions shown in
Fieure 12.

"--- ' 'YtX*
, / , . c o s B . d ,

r/" cos P d " nor* o'"** 
-

5, s€lected-T. 
-neamsl

d,.Sl oisune

Figure 12 Condition for searching the nearest
distance.

For example, if we assume that the winner

edge is C.,C. , then the winner triangle is the

tll.gle formell by the edges

ClC^, C3C, and C,Co. The ordering of cells

of this winner triangle are based on the normal
vector of the winner triangle. For example,

Figure 13 shows the notmal vector, nr as

calculated from equation (l), of the winner
triangle, the cells of the winner triangle will be

ordered as lCr, C3,Ctl, in a counter-clockwise

direction. The same direction will be assigned to
the new triangle of the triangular mesh as

{c,c,co\
There are some special cases such as

surface discontinuity, or surfaces that are very

fr u*input
./ \ \ ntni

$.-' \  X'
\ >*/
\4n
6F-------O

1 '

T'TLYr.,.-o
\\<.'\ >
V 4

t  

, " ,
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steep, point error, or noise due to the
combination of more than one point cloud. We
need to check whether these conditions occur by
inspecting the angle between the normal vector
of the winner triangle and of the new triangle
including the neighborhood triangle of the
winner triansle.

Figure 13 The new created triangle with respect
to the winner triangle.

For example in Figure 14, it shows the
direction change of angle 0 , which is the angle
between the new created triangle for a new input

point  and the r . r inner  t r iangle.  l f  0  < n/2.  rhe

new triangle is created by sharing its edge with

an edge of  the winner t r iangle.  Bur  i f  0  > f t l  2 .

this means that there is a high steep surface or
surface discontinuity. To conftrm the case, we
need to examine the neighborhood of the winner

rriangle. whether at least one y < r/2 is met.

So, the new triangle can be created. Otherwise
the new input point will be moved to the new
extra case, as compared to the cases explained in
Section 3 , where the distance of the new input

point  is  wi rh in the l imi ted tength (S > 0)  Uut

the angle 0 > nl2 as well as y > nf 2 .

The y is the angle between the

neighborhood of the winner and the check
triangle, the check triangle is created for
inspection to tell us about the closeness of the
new triangle and the winner triangle. This case
means that the new input point (point 4 in Figure
15) is very close to the winner triangle. The
closeness is defined by the angle ty . The angle

y is the angle between the normal vector of the

winner triangle and the normal vector of the
check triangle as i l lustrated in Figure 15. The
check triangle is formed by an edge of the
neighborhood triangle and the edge of the new
triangle. An example of a check triangle is
shown in Fieure 15.
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Figure l4 The angle between winner triangle
and a new created triansle.

The decision whether the new triangle
should be created from the new input point or
the new input point will be moved to the new
extra case can be concluded as follows:

l )  I i  g > 1 .  e > r f 2  a n d  y < r f 2  .  t t ' , e

new triangle can be created.
2) If g > 1, e > nf 2 and y > Tl2 the new

input point will be considered as an extra case
for creating a new partition as described in
Section 3. But after dividing into the new
partition, the condition g = 0 may occur which

is the condition ofcase 2.
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hande tr)irl
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Figure l5 Checking overlapped triangle for
subdivision to three triansles.

ln  addi t ion to condi t ion l .  i f  ry  < r f  12 .  as

shown in Figure 15, this means that the new
input point is very close to the winner triangle.
The two triangles, the new triangle and the
check triangle, will almost overlap the winner
triangle. This will affect the quality of the
triangular mesh. So, we need to divide the
winner triangle into three triangles so that the
normal vectors of the additional three triangles
will point to the same direction. To create these
three new triangles, we will substitute the new

input point, point 4 or Ca, into the set of points,

{C.,C,C, } , of the winner triangle as follows:

The first triangle will be formed by

subst i tu t ing C. ,  lor  C,  in  the set  {C, .C. .C,  }  to
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get the triangular set {C4, C2, C, } . fne normal

vector of the triangular set {C.' , C: , C } , and the

normal vector of the triangular set {C. , C, , C' }

point to the same direction. Similarly, the
second and the third triangle can be obtained as

{q,c 'c , }  and {c,c . ,c^}  respect ive lY.

The value xfl2 for the angle y is a heuristic

value. Alternatively, we can specify this value

manually within the range(0,nf 2) which

depends on the complexity of the surface. This
range can be re-specified by a user if needed.

For a smooth surface, the range of angle 0 can
be specified smaller to reduce the effect of
noise.

Details of the algorithm is as follows:

1F the number of members in 1/C. > 3 and g > 1

SEI Near_EachEdge:[]
FOR every vertices that satisfy the BTM

condtion
COMPUTE the distance between the new

input point and vertices

IF d4.5cosB > d,.o

Add.Near-EachEdge: d,.,

ELSE
Add.Near-EachEdge : d... sin B

C O M P UT E min(Near-EachEdge)
COMPUTE create normal vector of the new

triangle
COMPLITE angle 0,Y,Y

I F  0 > n f 2

I F  y < n f 2

IF  V <nf12
COMPUTE split triangle to 3

triangle
ELSE

COMPUTE create new triangle
create notmal vector

ELSE
INCREASE create new Partition

sM n",., NC r.n"n , Cr.r.,"n

ELSE
COMPUTE create new triangle

create normal vector
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3.3 Creation of The Neighborhood

Triangles of A New Triangle
After creating a new triangle from the

shared edge, CrC, , of the winner triangle, we

also need to create neighborhood triangles ofthe
new triangle. The neighborhood triangles and
the new triangle have to share the same common

point. There are 2 common points as C, and

C..  which are the ver l ices of  C,Cr.  F igure l6

illustrates that there are three possibilities of
creating new neighborhood triangles' The firs1
possibility is shown in Figure l6(a). There are
three neighborhood triangles which need to be
considered to form the required neighborhood
triangle of the new triangle. It is very easy to
show that none of them is not qualified for
creating the required neighborhood triangle. The

new neighborhood triangles, \C6,C3,C'I and

{C.' , q , Co } created by the three neighborhooc

triangles, are overlaping with the winner triangle
as shown in Figure l6(a). Actually, the

\c. ,c,cu\ ,  {c, ,c, ,q}  and {co,c, ,c,}
triangles can also be created by the three
neighborhood triangles, but we can not consider
this case because it is not formed by the BTM.
For the second possibility, there are two
neighborhood triangles to be considered to form
two new neighborhood triangles as

{C,c. ,Cu} ana {c,C'C.}  as shown in

Figure 16(b) .  Only t r iangle {q,C, .q, }  Aoes

not overlap with the winner triangle. So,

\Co,C,q) ir the new neighborhood triangle.

For the third possibility, there are three ne.w

neighborhood triangles as \C1,C3,C61 ,

{ c , , q , co } ,  una  {C ,cu ,q } .  I n  t h i s  case ,

t r iangle {Co,q,q}and t r iangle

{C, ,C,,q}do not overlap with the winner

triangle. This is because Q, > nf 2 and

b. > nl2. The angle $ is the angle between the

normal vector of the new triangle and the
normal vector of the new neighborhood
triangles. Because the two new neighborhood
triangles are overlapped with each other as
shown in Figure l6(c), they share the same
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common point Cr. so, we need to select only

one of them by considering the angleQ.The

small angle of $ wil l be used to select the new

neighborhood. From Figure 16(c), it can be
shown that the new neighborhood triangle is the

tr iangle lCl ,C3,C6| .  F igure l6(d)  shows the

result of the new neighborhood triangle of the
new triansle.

COMPUTE create every neighborhood
triangle

EZSE 1F NumNeighCreated: - I
COMPUTE create neighborhood triangle

3.4 Self-Adj ustable Connectivity
To improve triangular mesh structure, we

present self-adjustable connectivity. For
example in Figure 17, the two triangles, shared

wi th the edge / ,  ,  are t r iangle {C, .C,  .  C, ,  }  and

I C, C, , C, I The edge of verlices, between

C, and C., before adaptation is /,,. After

adaptation, the edge /u., will be used to separate

the triangular mesh instead of /,.. Because the

length of /n.. (variable 1",,,,,,), is less than the

length of 1,., (variable /qr.,," ) . So, the

adaptation of connectivity of triangular mesh
will rnodify the existing triangular mesh as
shown in Figure 17(a) to the new triangular
mesh as shown in Figure 17(b). This wil l
improve the quality of the mesh.

More systematic checking whether the
self-adjustable connectivity should be applied
can be considered from the angle g as shown in

Figure 17. The angle q is the angle measured

between the normal vector of the two triangles
formed by the non-share edges of the existing
two triangles as i l lustrated in Figure 17. If

e > nl2, then the adaptation of the two
triangles occurs. The adaptation is continued for
every sharing edge of the two triangles. This
wil l improve the quality of mesh.

e ; 6 . 6 * l , o x l , ,

tf winner
?: - biangle

er .n= l , ux l , ,

<0> -

I,,

e:o-r;

lro

/ ' winntr 1
lnangle winner

trEng|e
5

(a) (b)

"*{ t  '

Nw triangle

neighborhood triangles

{c) (d)

Figure l6 Condition for creating neighborhoods
ofa new triangle.

Details of the algorithm are shown in the
following example:

COMPUTE angle $ of the neighborhood
triangle of the new triangle which
depends on BTM

SEI NumNeighCreated:O
COMPUTE NumNeighCreated:the number of

{ ,  for (Q > n l2)

1F NumNeighCreated > I
lFvertices of new neighborhood : : vertices

of edge winner
COMPUTE minimum(angle 0l and

create neighborhood triangle
ELSE

ngw npur
1,, wint

I

lui^,,
€ S . ; * l " o x l . ,

Figure 17 The two triangles for self-adjustable
connectivity of triangular mesh structure.

ne\L,

A 
lriangle
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Details of the algorithm are shown in the
following algorithm:

COMPUTE l€,hu,,,, l€,,u,., , and q of new

triangle and winner triangle
IF (g> nf 2lana(l€,nun,, l€,,,,,,)

C O MP UTE modify connectivity
SEImodified triangle :[]
I4/HILE number of triangle sharing edge with

other triangle not equal to 0
COMPUTE l€,hu,,, l€,n,,, ,e

IF (e> nf 2lana(l€,0-" > 1",,,,,)

C O M P U TE modify connectivity
INCREASE modifi ed triansle

ENDWHILE
EISE continue

4. Results
To demonstrate our algorithm, we develop

application modules using Python. Python is an
object oriented script language. The main
advantage of using Python is it provides us the
ability to interface to other languages. Python
can also be implemented in various operating
systems. Our tested platform is a Pentium 4, 2
GHz running windows operating system with
256 M of memory. For post processor, we are
using the Blender, a freeware, for graphic
display of triangular mesh. We also developed
our own post-processor for graphic display I l].
The point clouds, used in the experimentation,
were obtained by using 3 machines as I ) Our
developed automatic laser scanning machine
[2], the digit ized points used in example I and
2. 2) Contact CMM (Brown&Sharpe Microval
343), and the data used in example 3. 3) The
optical 3D-measurement systems, (ATOS II
400, Advanced Topometric Sensor from GOM),
the data used in example 4- 9; The digitized
point clouds are typically unorganized. The
output results of the examples using our
procedure are in STL format. For triangular
mesh creation, the parameters for checking
overlap of the triangles and for checking
discontinuity surface are

0 > nl2 respectively.

,4t < nf 12 and

Nine examples are presented here to
illustrate the efficacy of the algorithm for
creating STL models. Example I and 2, as
shown in the Figure l8(a) and l8(b), are the
STL models of a bottle and a mouse. which the
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point cloud is obtained from the in-house
development automatic laser scanning machine.
Example 3, as shown in Figure l8(c), is the STL
model of a human face which the point cloud is
obtained from the contact CMM. And examples
4 9, as shown in the Figure l8(d) 18(h), are
the STL models of the other human face, a pan
handle, a teeth, a spare part, and a car seat,
which the point cloud is obtained from ATOS II
400. As shown in Figure 18(d) and Figure l8(g),
the surface has some discontinuities, 2 holes
represent eye sockets and 2 holes for bolts, with
open surface. Figure l8(e) is the pan handle
model. lt is a closed surface with combination of
the continuous and discontinuous surface
(grooves). Figure I 8(f) and Figure I 8(h) are
STL of the teeth model and the car seat. They
are very complex surfaces and the surface
features have sharp edges. Figure l8(i) is
intended to show the capability of our technique
for combining multi-portions of surfaces. We
divided data in example 4 inlo 2 portions. We
processed each portion individually as shown in
Figure l8(i). Then, we combined those 2
porlions together as shown in Figure l8[).

From the examples, it is obvious that our
technique is suitable for any type of point cloud,
organized or unorganized point cloud. The
quality of the surface depends on the quality of
the digitizing machine. Our work is concentrated
on triangular mesh creation based on an
unorganized point cloud obtained directly from
a digit izing machine. We do not cover the clean
up, smoothing and simplif ication. Most of the
commercial digitizing machines, such as ATOS,
have some fi lter capabil ity which is good
enough for our technique as shown in example
3 - 9. tn examples I and 2, the quality of the
surface is not that good due to the quality ofthe
digit izing machine. Figure 19(a) shows the
model obtained by using Hoppe t3l (an
approximation method). Figure l9(b) is the
model obtained by using Amenta l2l (an
interpolation method). These methods normally
require huge amount of data points with good
distribution over the surface. So. if the surface
has some discontinuities, such as holes, those
methods can not be applied. Figure l9(c) shows
the model obtained by using Ivrissimtzis [7] (a
neural network procedure). The disadvantage of
this method, for manufacturing and reverse
engineering applications, is that the verlices of
the triangular mesh are the approximation of the
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actual points which can not be controlled. So
some detail of the surfaces and accuracy will be
lost. This may be suitable for computer graphics,

but for manufacturing and reverse engineering
applications, the model created from the points

close to the actual points, is required. Another
inconvenience of the Ivrissimtzis is that he
needs to define parameters for the stafting neural
networks structure in the loop. It is very difficult
for surfaces with holes and other type of
discontinuities such as eye sockets. For complex
surfaces and the huge amounts of data points

needed. those methods will consume a lot of'
computer time. For our technique, the computer
time depends only on the number of points used
in the process, not the complexity of the surface,
as shown in Table L For the teeth model (very

complex surface) and the spare part model
(simple surface model), both have nearly the
same number of points, and used almost nearly
the same computer time. In theory, not like the
other methods, a lot of computer time is
expected for the interpolation, approximation,
and iteration, especially for complex surfaces.

and he umber

5. Conclusion
We presented a technique for creating

triangular mesh from unorganized point clouds'
The technique starts from sorting and ordering
the unorganized point clouds. The sorted data
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points will be fed to the Two-level Adaptive
Hierarchical  Cluster ing a lgor i thm to organize
the structure of the data points. Then, the

organized data points are used in the

lncremental Triangular Mesh Creation algorithm
to create a triangular mesh. We also develop an
adaptive self-adjusted connectivity to improve
the triangular mesh structure. This algorithm is
the utility for surface reconstruction and creating
the STL model. We demonstrated our algorithm
with several experiments. There are 3
parameters needed for creating an STL model an
from unorganized points. These parameters are

p ,0 , and \U . If a good quality digitizing

machine is used for obtained the unorganized
points, then only one parameter, p, is needed

for the organizing and clustering process. A
major advantage of our process is that it can
handle not just surface complexity but also
surfaces with discontinuities. The other

advantage of this technique is that it can be
extended for cluster computing processes in the
case of huge surfaces for reconstruction as
illustrated in example 9. The computer time
depends only on the number of points used in

the process, not the complexity of the surface, as
shown in Table l.
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(h)  ( i )
Figure 18 The experimental results

(b)
Figure 19 Works from other techniques


